
Thank you for the positive review and constructive suggestions. Please find our response to your comments
below in blue text.

Yours sincerely,

Baptiste Vandecrux on behalf of the co-authors

Major comments

● I think the Introduction should provide more context to the reader of the relevance of the 10m firn
temperature. Why not surface temperature, or 20m temperature? It’s not that I question it, but I think it
needs to be discussed in the introduction. I assume that it is related to the fact that it sometimes is
considered the bottom of the near surface layer, where seasonal variations are more or less fully
dissipated (see for example Fig. 1.3 in Ligtenberg, 2014). Keenan et al. (2021) also simulates only the
uppermost 10m of firn, arguing that at depth, the firn temperature equilibrates with annual average air
temperature (in the absence of melt), seasonal fluctuations in temperature have dissipated and that
seasonal variability in accumulation (for example density fluctuations) also has been diffused over the
firn layer when it reaches 10m depth. I assume that authors have this kind of reasoning in mind when
deciding to focus on 10m temperatures, but maybe data availability also plays a role. In any case, I
think this should be briefly discussed in the introduction.

Thank you for pointing this out. We added a mention of the use of the 10m as a standard depth for our analysis:

Of all depths measured, we here focus on measurements at, or close to, the 10 m depth. The temperature at this
depth has been shown to be less affected by seasonal temperature variation and more representative of the
long-term temperature and snowfall history at the surface (McGrath et al., 2013, Kjær et al., 2021). This makes
it a convenient standard depth to compare temperatures from different periods and different sites.

● I do get the impression that the trends in the machine learning model might be overestimated. This is
hard to really conclude from the presented material, but looking in Fig. 3e for example, the trend
between 1998 and 2009 seems stronger in the ANN than in the observations. [...] Is it possible to
construct a figure with the trend in observations vs the trend in the ANN reconstructed temperature for
time periods where there is overlap? I’m curious to see if such a scatter plot would confirm my
impression of an overestimation of the trends in the ANN. Note that depending on the outcome of the
correlation between observed and ANN temperature trends, the statements in the Conclusions may be
weakened a bit by adding that the reported temperature trends were derived from the ANN. The
statements currently are formulated in a rather absolute sense.

Thank you for this careful examination of our results. We added the following paragraph in section 3.1 and we
hope it helps to clarify that there is no systematic overestimation of the T10m trends in the ANN:

To evaluate the capacity of the ANN to capture the recent evolution of T10m, we select 10 sites where more than
60 monthly values are available between 1998 and 2022 and compare the trends calculated from the ANN and
the observations over the periods 1998-2010 and 1998-2022 (Table 2). These periods were chosen because of a
general lack of measurements between 2011 and 2020. Trends calculated from the ANN only consider the
months where observations are available. We note that due to the missing months, these trends are not reliable
for general inference on the true T10m evolution: depending on which months are missing it might overestimate
or underestimate the true T10m trend for these periods. The median T10m trends for 1998-2010 are 0.9 and 0.8 °C
decade-1 for the ANN and for the observations respectively (Table 2). For the period 1998-2022, the median T10m
trends for 1998-2010 are 0.4 and 0.6 °C decade-1 for the ANN and for the observations respectively (Table 2).
The ANN therefore slightly overestimates the T10m trend during 1998-2010 and underestimates it during
1998-2022. We conclude that the ANN reproduces the magnitude of the T10m increase seen in observations
although this aptitude varies with the location and the time period considered. From this assessment and
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because the ANN does not suffer temporal nor spatial gaps, the ANN appears as a suitable tool to study the
trends in T10m over the entire Greenland ice sheet.

Table 2: Trends in 10 m subsurface temperature (T10m) calculated from the ANN and observations (obs.) at 10
sites for the periods 1998-2010 and 1998-2022. ANN trends are calculated only from the months where
observations are also available. The difference between the two calculated trends as well as the number of
monthly values used for the calculation (N) are also given for each site.

Trends in T10m (°C decade-1)

1998-2010 1998-2022

Site ANN obs. ANN - obs. N ANN obs. ANN - obs. N

NASA-SE 1.0 0.7 0.3 115 0.4 0.5 -0.1 171

NASA-E 0.5 0.5 0.1 140 0.6 0.5 0.0 270

Summit 0.4 1.0 -0.6 133 0.3 0.6 -0.3 172

Tunu-N 0.7 0.3 0.4 140 0.6 0.5 0.0 150

South Dome 1.4 0.8 0.5 97 0.2 0.5 -0.2 116

Saddle 1.4 0.7 0.7 125 0.2 0.6 -0.4 156

Humboldt 0.5 1.0 -0.4 66 0.4 0.3 0.1 71

Crawford Point 1 1.3 3.0 -1.7 63 0.4 0.7 -0.3 120

DYE-2 1.2 0.8 0.4 139 0.3 1.1 -0.7 220

Swiss Camp 0.7 0.8 0.0 83 0.3 1.8 -1.5 172

Generally, the seasonal fluctuations seem to be stronger in the ANN, for example in Fig. 3g. So could it be that
the ANN is a little bit oversensitive to warming and cooling, whether it is seasonal, or a long term trend?

Indeed,the monthly variations of T10m produced by our ANN model are more pronounced than in observations
at KPC_U (Figure 3g). We attribute the seasonal variations in the ANN to the use of the month as input to our
ANN to encourage it to capture the variations in observed T10m (Figure 3g). We assume that the ANN made
use of this input to fit the seasonal variations seen in observed T10m at other sites, but as a result of this fitting
process, overestimates the seasonal variations at KPC_U (Figure 3g). So we believe this issue is distinct from
whether our ANN captures long term trends in T10m (which has now been assessed).

● I’m not very familiar with machine learning techniques, but I’m wondering if more substantiation of
the chosen features can be provided. Often, it is reported on the relative feature importance after
training the ANN, such that it can be identified if the chosen features contributed significantly to the
ANN. This seems to be missing a bit in the manuscript.

In section 2.2.1., we provide a description of how, through the surface energy and mass balance, air temperature
and snowfall are drivers of T10m. We then describe how we calculate our inputs: the average air temperature
and snowfall to provide the ANN the long-term conditions at a given time and place, the previous years’ annual
temperatures/snowfall and the previous year’s air temperature amplitude to provide the ANN with the recent
extremes and year-to-year variability, and eventually the month’s cosine to represent seasonality. So we think
that input variables are currently described and motivated.
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The analysis of the inputs’ relative importance can help identify, among several candidates, what are the main
drivers of a given variable or process (in our case T10m). This is not exactly our aim, since we already described
these interactions, and that we aim at describing the recent trends in T10m. Yet, prompted by this comment, we
have applied the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) analysis (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) using the SHAP
python package (https://shap.readthedocs.io). The SHAP analysis uses game theory to define the contribution of
different inputs on an outcome. It is model-agnostic and is conducted on our best model (which trains on the
entire compilation of T10m and is conducted on these same observation locations. Figure R2a presents the mean
SHAP value, or impact on model output (in positive degrees contributed to the predicted T10m), of each input
variable. However these inputs are highly correlated (e.g. average temperature and snowfall are the results of the
past years’ annual values) and in these conditions SHAP results can be misleading: the importance of a general
driver, such as snowfall, can be split into multiple variables and lead to the apparent low importance of the
snowfall inputs in Figure R2a. The SHAP toolbox allows calculating the importance of groups of inputs, which
we use by grouping all temperature-dependent inputs and all snowfall-dependent inputs (Figure R2b). This
analysis shows that the air temperature inputs control the majority of the variability with impacts up to + 30 °C
on the output, followed by the snowfall-dependent inputs (with impacts up to +10 °C on the output) and
eventually the month’s cosine that is responsible for a seasonal variation ranging around 1-2 °C. Note that
because of the co-variation of temperature and snowfall, the individual impact of these two variables cannot be
completely separated. This order of importance is in agreement with our understanding of the processes
controlling T10m and is therefore not surprising. It confirms that the ANN works as it should and for conciseness
we do not wish to add it to the main text.

Figure R2. SHAP analysis of the input variables taken individually (a) and grouped based on whether they depend
on air temperature (T2m) or snowfall (SF) (b). The inputs are ranked from most important to least important. The
SHAP values are the impact of a given variable (or group of) on the output (T10m).

Minor comments
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● The title could be considered slightly misleading, suggesting that the trend is derived from the
observations only. I think the title should reflect that the trends were derived from machine learning on
historical data.

The title was updated to: Recent warming trends of the Greenland ice sheet documented by historical firn and
ice temperature observations and machine learning

● Abstract, L25: here, I also recommend to briefly mention in one sentence why T_10m is relevant

We added to the abstract:

The temperature of the ice sheet subsurface has been used as an indicator of the thermal state of the ice sheet’s
surface.

The depth of 10 m, it is now justified in the introduction:

Of all depths measured, we here focus on measurements at, or close to, the 10 m depth. The temperature at this
depth has been shown to be less affected by seasonal temperature variation and more representative of the
long-term temperature and snowfall history at the surface (McGrath et al., 2013, Kjær et al., 2021). This makes
it a convenient standard depth to compare temperatures from different periods and different sites.

● Abstract, L27: here, briefly introduce why you want to train the ANN. I understood that it is because
the measurements vary in spatial and temporal coverage, and in order to create a unified dataset, you
constructed the ANN?

We added “point observation” to this sentence:

We train an Artificial Neural Network model (ANN) on our compilation of point observations [...] and use it to
reconstruct T10m over the entire Greenland ice sheet for the period 1950-2022.

We hope that this clarifies the interest of the ANN: going from point observations to a gap-free Greenland-wide
temperature reconstruction spanning 70+ years.

● L76: Note that the abstract mentions 4500 measurements, L63 mentions 4600, and here 4615 is
mentioned.

This was corrected, thank you.

● L77: Just for completeness, I would add both unpublished datasets to the table, listing them as
“Unpublished” in the first column, or by making a data citation for these two unpublished datasets and
cite those, after putting them on a repository, if that’s allowed.

These data appear as “GC-Net unpublished” in Table 1. In the absence of better description elsewhere we would
consider this article to be a suitable peer-reviewed reference for these data. Regarding their availability: their
monthly average T10m is released along with all the other observations from our compilation, in a dedicated
repository (https://doi.org/10.22008/FK2/TURMGZ). The release of the raw data was not planned at this point,
because it was not necessary for the present study and we are still going through unpublished data recovered
from the historical GC-Net files. The raw data will be duly released when ready.

● L81: What does UUB stand for?

At this point, only this description of the thermistor could be recovered. Trying to look it up online, I can see
that other systems have been relying on so-called UUB thermistors (O’Connor et al., 1987; Mittaz et al., 2000;
Hoelze et al., 2020), some of them manufactured by Fenwal. This information, although partial, is a good
starting point for readers that are most curious about the instrumentation.
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● L106: As I read “the latter”, it only concerns the two measurements from Benson. But I assume that
also the aforementioned 5 measurements from Koch also couldn’t be used, since they are outside the
current ice sheet extent? If not, then I don’t understand this sentence.

Indeed the original sentence was unclear. We moved it to a different paragraph and reformulated to:

Among these 4612 T10m observations, 15 measurements are either outside of the current ice sheet
extent as defined by the GIMP ice sheet delineation (Howat et al., 2014) or outside of the 1950-2022
period we consider for our T10m reconstruction. There are therefore 4597 T10m observations in our
compilation that can be used for the reconstruction of T10m on the ice sheet between 1950 and 2022.

● Table 1, I think table caption should specify what non-bold numbers indicate.

We now use “*” and a footnote “* monthly mean values derived from the original measurements”.

● Section 2.2: I would recommend starting this section with a motivation for what the goal of the ANN
is. See my similar comment for the Abstract.

We added:

Point observations of T10m only give a partial description of the subsurface temperature: they are discontinuous
in space and time. To describe the evolution of T10m over the entire ice sheet and over the last decades, one can
train a machine learning model that links T10m to an input dataset which is itself continuous in space and time
and assumed to drive changes in T10m. Once the relationship between input and T10m is learned by the
algorithm, the algorithm can be driven by the entire input dataset to reconstruct the T10m even at places where
no observations are available.

● L131: How deep is “subsurface” in this case? As far as I know, 10m temperature seems to be
considered to equilibrate with annual average air or surface temperature pretty well (see major
comment). In that case, this argument won’t really hold? Obviously, the results presented do show that
seasonal temperature fluctuations are still present, but just strongly dampened.

We have rephrased this sentence to make clear that “annual average air or surface temperature” are not the same:

On the other hand, during periods of minimal or no melting (wintertime or nighttime in the summer), the
radiative imbalance at the surface and the presence of a near-surface atmospheric temperature inversion can
cause the surface temperatures, and through conduction the T10m, to be several degrees lower than the
near-surface air temperature (e.g. Miller et al., 2017, Steffen and Box, 2001).

Note that we moved this paragraph to section 2.2.1. as it describes the motivations of picking air temperature
and snowfall as input for our ANN.

● L131: Also provide an example of snowfall and its impact on firn temperature (contrasting high vs low
accumulation areas for example).

Thanks for spotting this omission. We added:

Additionally, snowfall affects the subsurface temperature in several ways. In the ablation area, the
seasonal snowpack insulates the underlying ice. In the accumulation area, snow accumulated at the
surface is, after some time, advected to greater depth, where it can act as either a heat source or sink
depending on its temperature at time of deposition.

Note that we moved this paragraph to section 2.2.1. as it describes the motivations of picking air temperature
and snowfall as input for our ANN.
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● Section 2.2.1: I think this section should provide a reference or other argumentation that ERA5 is
reliable for Greenland.

Thank you for the suggestion. We added:

Delhasse et al. (2020) showed that daily ERA5 near-surface air temperatures compare well with measurements
from ice-sheet weather stations (mean bias of 0.01 °C, root mean square error of 3.05 °C). Loeb et al. (2022)
found that ERA5’s precipitation had the best performance out of three evaluated reanalysis datasets against
weather station observations in the Canadian Arctic and in Greenland. Using airborne radar measurements of
snow accumulation, Ryan et al. (2020) found that ERA5’s annual snowfall in Greenland was comparable to
estimates from state-of-the-art RCMs and outperformed satellite estimations.

● L151: “changes in long term changes” I guess this must be simply: “long term changes”, since
otherwise it would be acceleration or deceleration of temperature trends, and that’s not what’s meant
here I think.

Thank you for spotting this.

● Section 2.2.2: So were the weights determined time-dependently? With the temporal variability of the
availability of the observations, as indicated by the histogram in Fig. 1, it may have been necessary,
since during different climatological periods, the spatial coverage also varied.

I can understand that this paragraph is dense. We added an illustration that hopefully makes it more
understandable:

As an illustration, let us consider a T10mobservation from a location that has T2m 10yr= -28°C. Figure 2a
indicates that only ~10% of our observation sites have such an average temperature, compared to ~23% of the
ice sheet pixels in ERA5, i.e., this sample comes from an under-represented temperature range. Following our
procedure, we allocate to this observation wobs(p1) = 0.23/0.1 = 2.3 to increase its final weight wobs, which also
considers the observation’s representativity with regard to SF10y and T2m, amp. Inversely, 25 % of our observation
locations have = -18°C while only 10% of the ice sheet (according to ERA5) has such average temperature
(Figure 2a). Consequently, an observation having such will receive a wobs(p1) = 0.1/0.25 = 0.4 and will weigh
less in the training of our ANN.

So the weights were derived only based on the representativity of an observation’s average 2m air temperature,
annual air temperature amplitude and snowfall, independently of the time of collection. An old measurement,
taken at a location where the climate is comparable to a contemporary measurement site, will not be given
higher weight. Inversely, a recent measurement from a seldom visited climate zone, will be given a higher
weight although it comes from a data-rich time period.

● Was it actually necessary to apply the weights?

We mention that “the representativity of the training dataset compared to the target area is critical for the
robustness of any machine learning model”. In that sense the weighing of observations is a way to make our
training dataset more representative of the conditions found on the ice sheet: we decrease the importance of
T10m observations taken from over-represented conditions, and increase the importance of observations from
under-represented conditions. This is not mandatory, but a best practice.

● Would the ANN have performed much worse without them?

Here “performance” depends on our aim. If our objective is to build an ANN that reproduces our skewed,
clustered observation dataset, then training the ANN on unweighted data will give the best statistics. If our
objective is that the ANN gives an accurate estimate for T10m, even in data-scarce areas, then, giving higher
weights to observations from these regions will force the ANN to match these observations, even though they
don’t represent a large fraction of the training data. The weighting will therefore decrease the visible
performance, meaning increase the ME and RMSE when calculated on the skewed, clustered compilation of
observations, but as a counterpart, will decrease the risk for overfitting this unbalanced training set.
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● L256: Would the validation dataset also not be important to discuss to provide uncertainty bounds on
the ANN?

We are unsure what is meant by “validation dataset”. We provide two bounds for the ANN uncertainty: a lower
bound from the performance of our best ANN, trained on all data, and evaluated on that same data (Figure 3a).
We then provide an upper bound, training 10 cross validation models that each ignore data from a given region,
and then evaluating them on their unseen data (Figure 3b). We also use the spread between these cross
validation models to give a spatio-temporal estimation of the uncertainty (Figure 3c).

● L282: “HIRHAM, the use” is grammatically not a correct sentence.

Thank you for spotting this. There was a missing word:

“ In HIRHAM, the use of …“

● L307: Note that the referenced figure (Fig. 3), but also Fig. 4 separate “All sites” vs “Ablation sites”,
while text mentions “Dry sites” vs “Ablation sites”. I guess it makes more sense to separate dry vs
ablation, so I assume this is what has been done in the figures? Please make consistent.

We removed this sentence because it was indeed strangely formulated. In the beginning of this paragraph we
discuss the “all sites” statistics to give general bounds to the ANN performance. In the next section, we evaluate
the RCMs and show that they are challenged at the ablation sites (Figure 4). Then the “ablation sites” statistics
from Figure 3 can be mentioned explicitly:

The ANN, although of a different nature, gives better statistics at these ablation sites with a MD of 0.2 °C and a
RMSD of 2.9 °C, even when calculated from our cross validation models’ unseen data (Figure 3b).

● L393: I suggest writing: “that occurred here”.

Updated, thank you.

● Fig. 7: Why is the dotted area only in panel (a) and (c)? Does this mean that all other trends shown in
all other subpanels of fig. 7 are significant? Maybe mention then in the caption that all modeled trends
test significant.

All panels have some insignificant trends in the ablation area. Only, for panels b and d, these areas are so narrow
that they are barely visible. Therefore, I am reluctant to write that all trends are significant in the caption. The
reader can come to the appropriate conclusion that most of the trends in panels b and d are significant.

● L418: What is meant by “upper percolation area”? According to Table 2, the trend from ANN over
1985-2022 for the full percolation area is +0.9, while here, it is stated that the trend in the upper
percolation area is +0.9. I’m not really sure I comprehend this. Is “upper” like high in elevation, or
rather the northern parts on the ice sheet? I find it all a bit confusing. Similarly, the phrasing “this
localized warming” is confusing, because the full percolation area warms with the same rate as this
"upper percolation area", so is the warming then really “localized”?

Indeed this part was not clear. We now describe the warming in the percolation area and added the boundary of
the dry snow area and percolation area to Figure 7b for clarity:

Additionally, the ANN estimates a strong warming of +0.9 °C decade-1 on average, up to +1.4 ° C decade-1

locally, in the percolation area (bounded by the dark green and black lines in Figure 7b) during the 1985-2022
period.
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Figure 7. Trends in 10 m subsurface temperature as determined by the ANN over the periods 1950-1984 (a),
1985 to 2022 (b), 1950 to 2022 (c) and 1980 to 2016 (d), and simulated by the RACMO (e), HIRHAM (f) and
MAR (g) regional climate models over the period 1980-2016, when data from all models are available. Dotted
areas indicate trends below significance level (P > 0.1). In panel b, the lower limit of the dry snow area (DSA)
and of the percolation area (PA) are illustrated in dark green and black, respectively.
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